REDUNDANCÍA

How to Speak the Redundancia Language

Use two verbs with a similar meaning every time you need a verb in a sentence. For example: “I got out of bed/arose and stumbled/plodded to the kitchen. I brewed/perked some coffee and made/cooked breakfast.”

Break into groups of three – the Speaker, the Listener, and the Observer.
- The Speaker will speak in Redundancia for 3 minutes.
- The Listener will only listen; this is not a conversation.
- The Observer will watch both the Speaker and Listener and take notes on what s/he is observing about both of them.
- Everyone gets a try at each job.

Debrief
- As a Speaker, what did you do? How did you feel?
- As a Listener, what did you do? How did you feel?
- As an Observer, what made communication successful? What made communication difficult?